A BIG IMPROVEMENT
IN COMPACT
ICE MACHINES

For those with limited workspaces, Ice-O-Matic is proud to introduce the newest addition
to our family of compact ice machines – The CIU line.
Our CIU machines reflect great improvement in smaller footprint, under-counter cube ice
makers. These machines are big on production at up to 68 pounds of ice per day, but small
enough to fit perfectly beneath counters in small bars, spas, office buildings – even in homes.
And they look great too!
With its horizontal evaporator, the CIU line of ice machines provides the crystal-clear,
well-formed ice you’ve learned to expect from Ice-O-Matic. And, thanks to a durable
evaporator plate made from electroless nickel, the CIU line ensures reliability over time.
No matter the size of your business, count on Ice-O-Matic to keep drinks cold and
customers satisfied.

CIU050/CIU070
- SELF CONTAINED CUBE ICE MAKERS

Ice. Pure and Simple

Features
• Produces up to 68 lbs (30.8 kg) of ice per day
• Stores up to 36 lbs (16.33 kg) of ice
• Space-saving design
• Easy open, self-storing bin door
• Large bin opening for easy access to ice
• Simple control panel for easy adjustments
• Low profile 31.75 in. (806.5 cm) installation with available
ADA compliant kit
• Front air intake & discharge for undercounter installation
• Easy electrical connections
• Ice scoop included
• Comply with AHRI 810-07
CIU050/CIU070

Accessories
Model Number

KADA-15

Description

ADA floor mount kit for 15" CIU
self-contained ice machine

ICE.

SIMPLE.

That’s all we do
Manufacturing ice machines in Denver, Colorado, since 1952,
Ice-O-Matic has worked tirelessly to simplify, enhance and
perfect the way ice is made. Since ice machines are the only thing
we do, you’ll find we offer the best in the business. Our machines
are simple to operate, offer a lower cost of ownership than our
competitors, and incorporate simple but thoughtful features—and
that’s by design. Additionally, Ice-O-Matic boasts many industryleading features that make a real difference to you every day.

Practical design
Ice-O-Matic ice makers are designed for simplicity with features
such as our easy-access cabinet, easy-to-clean ice-making system
and simple electromechanical controls.

PURE.
Water filtration
We offer the highest-quality water-filtration program to enhance
the purity of the ice, eliminating unwanted taste and odor, which
are common problems with unfiltered ice machines.

Long-lasting performance
Our ice machines are designed for unparalleled ease of
operation, maintenance and service, with quick and easy
diagnosis. And the same goes for our accessories.
Quality and reliability
Ice-O-Matic ice machines are highly dependable and constructed
with a stainless steel chassis, durable stainless finish and other
precision parts. Our machines boast proven reliability and are
backed by the longest warranties in the industry.
Easy to do business with
We know time is money, and getting it right the first time is
essential. That’s why we strive to always recommend and install
the right machine for the job.
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